
CLOSE THE GAP ACQUIRES ARROW MECHELEN 

Translation of the original article in Dutch, published online on DataNews - 3rd September 2019, by 
Kristof Van der Stadt. 

Close the Gap’s investment vehicle, with Olivier Vanden Eynde, acquires the ICT Asset Disposition 
Business Arrow Value Recovery Belgium, located in Mechelen, for an unspecified amount. The new 
name of the company will be CTG Circular.  

In July, Arrow Electronics announced its plan to wind down their IT Asset Disposition Business (ITAD). 
The ‘personal computer & mobility asset disposition’ branches of Arrow Belgium (formerly Flection in 
Mechelen), Sweden, and the United Kingdom will cease operations. This announcement could cause a 
number of issues for many partners in the ecosystem, such as Close the Gap, which heavily relies on 
Arrow’s services. 

Close the Gap therefore acquires Arrow Value Recovery Belgium and renames the company CTG 
Circular. Oliver Vanden Eynde, CEO of Close the Gap, confirms that all existing engagements and 
personnel will be taken over. “Arrow was the first important partner and ‘believer’ of our model when I 
started Close the Gap 15 years ago. It’s thanks to them that we could recycle more than 1 million 
devices these past years. We could not stand by and watch as this crucial added value was 
disappearing,” says Vanden Eynde. The acquisition is financed outside the non-profit organisation, via 
Close the Gap Europe Investment BV, as a ‘special purpose vehicle’. Deloitte and Janson provided the 
necessary advice on the transaction, the structure and the due diligence. Arrow USA will guarantee a 
seamless transition in the coming month. 

Alain Braeckmans, co-director at CTG Circular, adds that CTG Circular will have close ties with the 
incubation hub of Close the Gap in Kenya. “Apart from that, CTG Circular will also invest in a zero 
emissions facility.” Close the Gap celebrated its 15th anniversary last week. In context of this celebration, 
the non-profit organization announced that it will also have a commercial entity that will increase the 
organisation’s activities in Kenya. This way, Close the Gap wants to have more impact on the circular 
economy. “We want to become a complete service provider and be able to offer the whole chain,” says 
Vanden Eynde. The acquisition of Arrow Belgium fits perfectly into this. 

Close the Gap affirms that the functioning and the management of the existing non-profit organization 
and the new commercial branch will be strictly separated, but that cross-pollination is possible. To avoid 
concerns of interest, the necessary procedures will be put in place. On the long term, CTG Circular has to 
become a complete hub in the circular economy. “With this important piece of the puzzle, we are ready 
for the next growth phase of our organisation’s ecosystem,” concludes Christina von Wackerbarth, 
recently appointed as chair of Close the Gap.  

 


